ABB Raymond Blast Systems introduces new Scimitar™ Cabinet Type System

Lisle, IL - A new heavy-duty cabinet type blasting system was recently added to the product line of ABB Raymond Blast Systems in Abilene, Kansas. The new Scimitar™ system was engineered for industrial applications which require heavy-duty machines to stand up to the needs of manufacturers on a day-to-day basis. It provides a reliable, continuous, high performance operation. These units are of a modular design with a number of optional features that allow its use in a broad range of blasting and finishing applications.

The Scimitar™ cabinet system is a compact unit that requires minimal floor space and can achieve cost effective suction blasting or high production pressure blasting. It is adaptable to a variety of media, ranging from fine abrasives to steel shot. All five standard sizes feature swing doors, tungsten carbide nozzles, pressure vessel sight glasses, 230-460/3/60 electrics, 10 gauge steel construction and cyclone media reclamation. The larger sizes of these units also feature a free-standing dust collector.

Some of the many options available on the Scimitar™ unit are swing out turntables, pedestal-mounted turntables, track extensions, workcars with turntables, rubber curtains, harsh media kits, door-mounted tumble baskets, gun holders, window screens and cabinet silencer kits. The customer can customize his own system for specific application by choosing from these options.

For more information or literature, write ABB Raymond Blast Systems at 2101 N. Buckeye, P.O. Box 339, Abilene, KS 67410, call 1-800-255-7910, (913)263-4300, or fax at (913)263-3932.

The 20th Century is here...

You can now contact The Shot Peener through E-Mail via American Online.

Our address is SHOTPEENER. We plan to join Compuserve — look for an announcement in the Winter issue. Here's how to find us when using E-Mail:

From: Address to use: *
American Online shotpeener
Genie shotpeener@aol.com@inset#
Compuserve >internet:shotpeener@aol.com

* screen name address must all be lower case with no spaces.

CHEMICAL & DUST FREE cleaning & peening

Vapormatt SURFACE FINISHING Equipment and Abrasives
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